
What can you do during the event to help the desert tortoise?
ln order to minimize effects to the desert tortoise, we request that you observe the following:

-Stay directly on the event route; do NOT create new trail to the left or right of the route to save time or make for a
smoother ride. The proponent and racers will be responsible for any destruction of vegetation-destruction of
vegetation is considered harassment of a protected species.

-Stay away from any tortoise encountered. When tortoises feel threatened, they empty their bladder, resulting in
loss of body water. lt does not rain often in the desert, and the tortoise may not be able to replace this water for
months. GPS and report the location of any tortoise seen during the event.

-Watch for tortoises while you are riding. lf you see a tortoise in the road, wait for it to move and alert other riders
to stop.

-All trash and food items will be carried out by event participants. Garbaoe attracts ravens which prey on young
tortoises. lmmediately report any oil spills or other fluid leaks to the even-t ffidìñãiõ?:

-Do not cut across the desert off the event route. Stay within the identified previously disturbed areas for off-
loading and the pit area. Pass only in disturbed areas without vegetation on roads, trails, and washes.

-Stay on the approved route for the event. Should your vehicle break down, pull it off the road, avoiding
vegetation and any animal burrows.

The desert tortoise is protected by law. To harm, harass, pursue, collect, or kill a tortoise or degrade its
habitat can result ín fines up to $100,000 andlor up to six months in jail.

ls the event in desert tortoise habitat?
The range of the desert tortoise, Gopherus agassizii, includes deserts in southern California, southern Nevada,
Arizona, the southwestern tip of Utah, and northern Mexico. The Mojave population (an administrative
designation for animals living north and west of the Colorado River) was listed as threatened in 1990. Critical
habitat for this population was designated in 1994 by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. This event is located within
an area containing the Mojave population of desert tortoise.

Where does the desert tortoise live?
Tortoises can be found in creosote bush, cactus scrub, rocky terrain, and slopes. A tortoise will live in the same
general area of less than one square mile during its lifetime of 50 to 100 years. Tortoises can be difficult to see
because of their color, shape, and behavior. This slow-moving reptile spends the majority of its time in burrows.
The burrows are crescent-shaped and are most often found at the base of bushes or in the bank of a wash. A
tortoise may excavate and use many burrows. Some burrows are only used for a short time while others may be
used for years. Tortoises usually spend part of the day above ground from March to October. They are
especially active during warm days when it is overcast or raining. Water that puddles in ruts in roads and trails
attracts thirsty tortoises. The tortoise diet is vegetarian; wildflowers are a favorite food of the desert tortoise.

Why is the desert tortoise threatened?
The Mojave population of the desert tortoise was listed because numbers are declining rapidly in many areas.
These declines are mainly attributed to direct and indirect human-caused mortality coupled with the inadequacy of
existing rules and regulations to protect the species and its habitat. lmpacts such as the destruction, degradation,
and fragmentation of desert tortoise habitat result from urbanization, agricultural development, livestock grazing,
mining, and roads. Disease caused by the return of captive tortoises to the desert is also a major factor in the
decline of this animal.


